Abstract. In this paper we consider the Foreman's maximality principle, which says that any non-trivial forcing notion either adds a new real or collapses some cardinals.
Remark 3.2. The conclusion of the theorem implies GCH fails everywhere, so some very large cardinals are needed for the theorem.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we need two lemmas, which are independently of some interest.
Lemma 3.3. if 2
κ is singular, then every non-trivial κ`-closed forcing of size 2 κ collapses 2 κ .
Proof. Let P be a non-trivial κ`-closed forcing notion of size 2 κ . Then forcing with P adds a new sequence τ of ordinals of size λ ă 2 κ (since the minimal such λ must be regular). We will code 2 κ into τ .
If we choose λ to be minimal, every initial segment of τ is in V . Now, we can define a function F P V from all possible initial segments of τ onto κ 2, such that for every p P P and every x P κ 2 there is q ď p and β ă λ such that q , τ aeβ "ǎ and F paq " x.
Let xpp i , x i q : i ă 2 κ y enumerate Pˆκ 2. For every α ă 2 κ , we use the κ`-closure of P and the fact that τ R V in order to find q ď p α such that q ‰ p i for every i ă α, q , τ aeβ "ǎ (for some β) and F paq is not determined yet, and set F paq " x α .
Let p " p α P P. We start by building a tree of 2 ăκ incompatible conditions q s , s P ăκ 2 such that q H " p and for every s P ăκ 2, q s p0q , q s p1q ď q s , there is β s ă λ in which q s piq , τ aeβ s " a s piq for i P t0, 1u, a s p0q ‰ a s p1q . This is possible since τ R V but every initial segment of it is in V .
For every f P κ 2, let pick a condition q f P P such that for all α ă κ, q f ď q f aeα (this is possible, by the closure of P). Let β f " sup αăκ β f aeα . Then @f P κ 2, q f , τ aeβ f "ǎ f , where a f " Ť αăκ a f aeα , and for every f ‰ f 1 , a f ‰ a f 1 . Since we chose already only |α| ă 2 κ values for F , there must be some f P κ 2 such that q f ‰ p i for every i ă α and F pa f q was not already defined.
At the end of this process, there might be still possible initial segment of τ such that F
is undefined on, so we define F pxq to be arbitrary on those values.
By density arguments, in V rGs, tF pτ aeβq : β ă λu " p2 κ q V .
We can slightly generalize the lemma, and show that every κ`´strategically closed forcing of size 2 κ collapses a cardinal. The argument is the same, and the only difference is in the construction of the function F . There, in the α´th step, when we build the tree of extensions of p α , we use the strategy in order to ensure that in limit stages of the tree we can always find q s , stronger than q saeα for every α ă dompsq. This means that when picking q s pǫq for ǫ P t0, 1u we first extend q s into two incompatible conditions that force different information about τ as we did in the former case, and then extend those conditions to q s p0q , q s p1q
according to the strategy, assuming that the last step was made by the bad player. The limit stages are completely defined by the strategy, since the good player plays those steps.
The lemma also holds in a slightly more general settings. For every regular cardinal κ, if 2 ăκ is singular then any κ-closed forcing of cardinality 2 ăκ collapses some cardinal. The proof is essentially the same.
We also need the following.
Lemma 3.4. Assume GCH holds and κ is a strong cardinal. Then there is a generic extension of the universe, in which κ remains inaccessible and for all infinite cardinals λ ă κ, 2 λ is a singular cardinal.
Proof. We use the extender based Radin forcing as developed in [9] , and continued in [6] .
Our presentation follows [6] . We assume the reader is familiar with these papers and use the definitions and results from them without any mention.
Let V˚denote the ground model. Let j : V˚Ñ M˚be an elementary embedding witnessing the ℵ κ``´s trength of κ and letĒ P V˚be an extender sequence system derived from j,Ē " xĒ α : α P dompĒqy, where dompĒq " rκ, ℵ κ`q and lpĒq " κ`. Then the ultrapower jĒ : V˚Ñ ME » U ltpV˚,Ēq has critical point κ and ME contains V‫א‬ κ`.
Consider the following elementary embeddings @τ 1 ă τ ă lpĒq j τ :V˚Ñ Mτ » UltpV˚, Epτ" tj τ pf qpĒ α aeτ q | f P V˚u, k τ pj τ pf qpĒ α aeτ" jpf qpĒ α aeτ q,
We demand thatĒaeτ P Mτ for all τ ă lpĒq.
Thus we get the following commutative diagram.
Also factor through the normal ultrafilter to get the following commutative diagram
Force with P " Addpκ`, pℵ κ``qME qˆAddpκ``, pℵ κ`3 q ME qˆAddpκ`3, pℵ jĒ pκq`qME q.
Let G be P´generic over V . By essentially the same arguments as those given in [6] , [9] , we get the following commutative diagram, for some suitable generics GĒ, G U and G τ , τ ă lpĒq.
PĒ " pAddpκ`, ℵ κ``qˆA ddpκ``, ℵ κ`3 qˆAddpκ`3, ℵ jĒ pκq`qME .
Then we can find I U , I τ and IĒ in V " V˚rGs such that:
(1) I U is P U´g eneric over N˚rG U s,
The generics are so that we have the following lifting diagram
Iterate jĒ ω-many times and consider the following diagram
Let Rp´,´q be a function such that
where i 2 U is the second iterate of i U . It is also clear that
As in [9] (see also [6] ), in the prepared model V " V˚rGs, we define a new extender sequence systemF " xF α : α P dompF qy by:
‚ @0 ă τ ă lpF q, F pτ q " xxF α pτ q : α P dompF qy, xπ β,α : β, α P dompF q, β ěF αyy is such that
and π β,α pxξ, dyq " xπ β,α pξq, dy, ‚ @α P dompF q,F α " xα, F pτ q, Ipτ q : τ ă lpF qy.
Also let IpF q be the filter generated by
From now on we work with this new definition of extender sequence system and useĒ to denote it.
Working in V , let PĒ be the corresponding extender based Radin forcing, as is defined in [9] (see also [6] ), and let H be PĒ´generic over V . By reflection, we may assume that each µ which appears in some condition in PĒ has dompμq " rκ 0 pμq,
The following clauses can be proved as in [6] , [9] .
(1) V rHs and V have the same cardinals.
(2) κ remains strongly inaccessible in V rHs
Let κ 0 " minpC κ H q, and let K be Addpω, ℵ κ0 q V rHs´g eneric over V rHs. Then the following hold in V rHsrKs :
In particular V rHsrKs |ù"κ is strongly inaccessible and for all λ ă κ, 2 λ is a singular cardinal". The lemma follows.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Let V˚be a model of GCH`κ is a strong cardinal. By Lemma 3.4, there exists a cardinal preserving generic extension V of V˚in which κ remains inaccessible, and for all infinite cardinals λ ă κ, 2 λ is a singular cardinal. Let κ˚ď κ be the least inaccessible cardinal of
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V , and consider the model V κ˚. It is a model of ZF C. We show that V κ˚i s as required. So let λ ă κ˚be an uncountable cardinal, and let P P V κ˚b e a non-trivial λ´closed forcing notion of size 2 ăλ . As for a singular cardinal λ, being λ´closed implies λ`´closed, we can assume without loss of generality that λ is a regular cardinal, and hence by our choice of κ˚, λ " µ`, for some cardinal µ. So it follows from Lemma 3.3 that forcing with P collapses 2 µ . The theorem follows.
consistency of p2q for forcing notions of large size
In this section we discuss the consistency of statement p2q for forcing notions of arbitrary large size. We show that in this case the problem is much more difficult, and it requires some very large cardinals. For the sake of simplicity, let's just consider the case κ " ℵ 0 .
The following shows that non-triviality of the forcing is essential. Suppose λ ą ℵ 1 is regular and let P " λ -as set of ordinals. Order P with the reversed ordinal order separated at ω 1 , i.e. p ď P q iff p ě q as ordinals and p, q ă ω 1 or ω 1 ď p, q. It is clear that P is ℵ 1´c losed (but not ℵ 2´c losed), and it preserves all cardinals.
Theorem 4.1. Let λ be a regular cardinal such that 2 ăλ " λ. For every regular cardinal µ ă λ there is a separative forcing notion P which is µ-closed, not µ`-closed and λ-distributive.
Moreover, |P| " λ, so P does not collapse cardinals.
Proof. The forcing P will be the forcing that adds a non-reflecting stationary subset of S λ ăµ " tα ă λ | cf α ă µu, by bounded conditions. Let us describe P precisely:
The conditions in P are functions p : S λ ăµ X α Ñ 2 such that α ă λ and p´1p1q is nonstationary at every β ď α such that cf β ě µ.
The order of P is end extension. Let us show that P has the required properties.
First, since 2 ăλ " λ, there are exactly λ bounded subsets of λ. In particular, |P| ď λ.
On the other hand, for every α P S λ ăµ , the function p : S λ µ X α Ñ 2 defined by ppβq " 0 for every β is a condition in P, so |P| " λ.
Next, P is µ-closed since if xp α | α ă ηy, η ă µ, is a decreasing sequence of conditions,
The only thing that we need to verify is that p´1p1q is non-stationary, or that cfpdomppqq ă µ, and clearly if the sequence is not eventually constant the second option occurs.
Let us show that P is not µ`-closed. If µ " λ, then every decreasing sequence of conditions that is not eventually constant has no lower bound, since such a lower bound will be a function with domain λ. If µ ă λ, let p α P P, be the condition with dompp α q " α and p α pβq " 1 for every β. Then the sequence of all p α , α ă µ has no lower bound, since for any condition q such that q ď p α for every α we would have α Ď q´1p1q for every α ă µ and therefore µ Ď q´1p1q, so q´1p1q is stationary at µ. Similar argument shows that we can construct such sequences below any condition p P P, so P is nowhere µ`-closed.
The main property of P is its λ-distributiveness. Let us show that P is λ-strategically closed, and in particular λ-distributive.
Let xp α | α ă ηy be the play until step η. If η is a successor ordinal, the strategy of the good player is to pick some ordinal in S λ ăµ above the supremum of the domain of p η´1 and extend p η´1 up to this ordinal by appending zeros. If η is limit less than λ and Ť αăη p α is a condition (so the good player did not lose already), the strategy will be to set
Let us prove that this is indeed a winning strategy, namely that at every limit stage of the play below λ, the union of the conditions until this step is a condition. Let η be a limit ordinal of cofinality at least µ. Then tsupppp α q : α ă η, limitu is a club at sup αăη supppp α q that witnesses that Ť p´1 α p1q is non-stationary, as wanted.
Since P is λ-distributive, it doesn't collapse cardinals ď λ. Moreover, since |P| " λ, P is λ`´c.c. and therefore it does not collapse cardinals above λ, so P does not collapse cardinals at all.
Corollary 4.2. Assume there is an uncountable regular cardinal λ such that 2 ăλ " λ.
Then there is a non-trivial ℵ 1´c losed (but not ℵ 2´c losed) forcing notion which preserves all cardinals. Proof. By results of Gitik and Mitchell [10] , there is a strong limit singular cardinal κ such that 2 κ " κ`. Applying the previous lemma with µ " ℵ 1 we get the desired result.
It follows that if we want a model in which all non-trivial ℵ 1´c losed forcing notions collapse some cardinals, then GCH should fail everywhere in that model.
Let us close this section by showing that there exists a non-trivial ℵ 1´c losed cardinal preserving forcing notion in the model V rHsrKs of section 3. We assume that V˚(and hence V " V˚rGs) has no inner model with a Woodin cardinal. It then follows that the combinatoric principle˝µ holds for every singular µ (see [12] ).
Let µ " ℵ κ0 and λ " µ`. Note that V rHsrKs " V rKsrHs, and that V rKs |ù"2 ℵ0 " µ`˝µ`SCH holds at µ".
It follows from [11] that there exists an ℵ 1´c losed λ´Souslin tree T in V rKs. We show that
T remains an ℵ 1´c losed λ´Souslin tree in V rKsrHs.
To do this, we need a finer analysis of the model V rKsrHs. For inaccessible cardinals
Then it is easily seen that . Now V |ù"Addpℵ 0 , µqˆPpκ 0 , κ 1 q is κ`4 0´K naster", hence V rKs |ù"Ppκ 0 , κ 1 q is κ`4 0´K naster, and κ0´distributive". So after forcing with Ppκ 0 , κ 1 q over V rKs, T remains an ℵ 1´c losed λ´Souslin tree. So by clause p2q above V rKsrHs |ù" T is an ℵ 1´c losed λ´Souslin tree".
Thus T considered as a forcing notion, is a non-trivial ℵ 1´c losed forcing notion of size λ which preserves all cardinals.
Adding club sets in the absence of GCH
In this section, we continue our study of the last section, and present a different method for producing cardinal preserving forcing notions in the absence of instances of GCH. Our forcing notions will be of size of a regular cardinal λ such that λ ăλ " λ. Note that in this case there is a natural forcing (Addpλ, 1q) which is κ-closed and λ-distributive (since it is λ-closed). The next theorem shows that it is consistent that there are forcing notions which are very different from this forcing notion as they destroy a stationary set.
The results of this section are joint work with Moti Gitik, and are presented here with his kind permission.
Theorem 5.1. Assume GCH. Let κ be a regular cardinal and let λ ą κ`be also a regular cardinal. Then it is consistent that 2 κ " λ and there exists a non-trivial κ`´closed, but not κ``´closed forcing notion of size λ which preserves all cardinals (in fact the forcing is λ´distributive, λ`´c.c.).
Proof. Let P 1 " Addpλ, 1q and let
Let P 2 " Addpκ, λq V rG1s and let G 2 be P 2´g eneric over V rG 1 s. In V rG 1˚G2 s, 2 κ " λ. We show that in it there is a non-trivial κ`´closed, but not κ``´closed forcing notion of size λ which preserves all cardinals. Let S " tα ă λ : cf pαq ď κ or pcf pαq ą κ, F pαq " 1qu.
S is easily seen to be a stationary co-stationary subset of λ in both models V rG 1 s and V rG 1˚G2 s. Let R P V rG 1˚G2 s be the forcing notion for adding a club into S by its approximations of cardinality ă λ.
pbq R is κ`´closed but not κ``´closed.
pcq R is λ´distributive.
Proof. paq and pbq are trivial, so let's prove pcq. Let K be R´generic over V rG 1˚G2 s, and let f P V rG 1˚G2˚K s, f : µ Ñ On, where µ ă λ is regular. We show that h P V rG 1˚G2 s.
Working in V , let θ be large enough regular, and let xM α : α ă µy be a continuous chain of elementary submodels of Hpθq such that:
We may define the sequence xM α : α ă µy in such a way that M contains all the relevant information. Let δ " M X λ. Using the λ-closure of Addpλ, 1q and the chain condition of Addpκ, λq, we can easily arrange G 1 ae δ " G 1 X Addpδ, 1q M is Addpδ, 1q M´g eneric over M and tα ă δ : F pαq " 1u contains a club C in δ (e.g. C " tM α X λ | α ă δu). By our construction we may also assume that all the initial segments of C are in M rG 1 ae δs. Let
Consider the model N " M rG 1 ae δ˚G 2 ae δs. Now we can decide values of f inside N and use C to ensure that the conditions of Q used in the process go up to δ. This will allow us to extend them finally to a single condition deciding all the values of f . It follows that
It follows that R preserves all the cardinals, and the theorem follows.
Although we shoot a club through the fat stationary set S " tα ă κ | F pαq " 1u, we can't use Abraham-Shelah's general theorem from [1] , since their cardinal arithmetic assumptions do not hold.
We now present a generalization of the above theorem, whose proof is essentially the same.
Theorem 5.3. Let κ and λ ą κ`be regular cardinals, and let V rG 1˚G2 s be a generic extension of V by Addpλ, 1q˚Add " pκ, λq. Suppose Q P V rG 1˚G2 s is a cardinal preserving forcing notion of size ă λ, and let H be Q´generic over V rG 1˚G2 s. Let S " tα ă λ : cf pαq ď κ or pcf pαq ą κ, Ť G 1 pαq " 1qu. Then S is a stationary subset of λ in V rG 1˚G2˚H s, and if R is the forcing notion for adding a club subset of S, using its approximations of size ă λ, then V rG 1˚G2˚H s |ù"R is a κ`´closed cardinal preserving forcing notion".
As an application of the above theorem, let us prove an analogue of Theorem 5.1 for κ singular.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose κ is a strong cardinal and λ ą κ`is regular. Then it is consistent that κ is a strong limit singular cardinal, 2 κ " λ and there exists a non-trivial κ`´closed, but not κ``´closed forcing notion of size λ which preserves all cardinals
Proof. By results of Gitik-Shelah and Woodin [8] , we can assume that κ is indestructible under the following kind of forcing notions:
‚ Addpκ, δq, for any ordinal δ, ‚ Any κ`´weakly closed forcing notion which satisfies the Prikry condition.
Fix any regular cardinal δ ă κ. Force with Addpλ, 1q˚Add " pκ, λq and let G 1˚G2 be Addpλ, 1qÅ dd " pκ, λq´generic over V . Then κ remains strong in V rG 1˚G2 s. Let Q be the Prikry or Magidor forcing for changing the cofinality of κ into δ and let H be Q´generic over V rG 1˚G2 s. Then by Theorem 5.3, we can find, in V rG 1˚G2˚H s, a κ`´closed, but not κ``´closed cardinal preserving forcing notion.
6. Consistency for all κ, 2 κ ą κ`, and there is a κ`´closed cardinal preserving forcing notion
In this section, we again consider statement p2q, and prove a global consistency result, which is in some sense, in the opposite direction of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 6.1. Assuming the existence of a strong cardinal and infinitely many inaccessible cardinals above it, it is consistent that GCH fails everywhere, and for each regular uncountable cardinal κ, there exists a non-trivial κ´closed forcing notion which preserves all cardinals.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we need two auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 6.2. Assume 2 κ is weakly inaccessible, and for all κ ă λ ă 2 κ , 2 λ " 2 κ . Then there exists a κ`´closed forcing notion which preserves all cardinals.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.
The next lemma is a generalization of the main theorem of Foreman-Woodin [5] , where the use of a supercompact cardinal there, is replaced by the much weaker assumption of the existence of a strong cardinal.
Lemma 6.3. Assume GCH holds, κ is a strong cardinal and there are infinitely many inaccessible cardinals above κ. Then there is a generic extension, in which κ remains measurable, for all λ ă κ, 2 λ is weakly inaccessible and λ ă µ ă 2 λ implies 2 µ " 2 λ .
Proof. Let V˚denote the ground model. For each measurable cardinal α ď κ, let xα n : n ă ωy be an increasing enumeration of the first ω´many inaccessible cardinals ě α (so α 0 " α).
Force with the reverse Easton iteration xxP α : α ď κ`1y, xQ " α : α ď κyy, where at each measurable α ď κ,
Let G be P κ`1´g eneric over V˚and let V " V˚rGs. By standard forcing arguments (see [2] , [3] ), κ remains strong in V, and V |ù"α ď κ, α measurable, and n ă ω ñ 2 αn " α n`1 ".
Working in V, let E be a pκ, κ`3q´extender, and let j : V Ñ M » U ltpV, Eq be the corresponding elementary embedding. It is easily seen that there exists F P V which is P´generic over N , where P " Addpκ 5 , ipκqq N and i : V Ñ N is the ultrapower of V by the ultrafilter U " tX Ď κ : κ P jpXqu.
We now follow the proof in [2] , so we assume the reader is familiar with it, and just give the main changes required for our proof.
For measurable cardinals α ă β, let Ppα, βq " Addpα 5 , βq.
We may note that
where i 02 is the second iterate of i. Define P˚˚and F˚˚as in [2] , page 16. Now consider the constructing pair pj, F q, and use it to build a sequence u with one repeat point β. Force with the Radin forcing Q uaeβ (cf. [2] , page 19) 1 and let H be Q uaeβ´g eneric over V .
In V rHs, let C be the Radin club added by H, and note that by reflection arguments,
we may assume that all elements of C are measurable cardinals of V˚. By essentially the same arguments as those given in [2] , we can prove the following:
(1) κ remains measurable in V rHs, (2) V and V rHs have the same cardinals, (3) If λ ă λ˚are two successive points in C, then 2 λn " λ n`1 , for n " 1, 2, 3, 4 and 2 λ5 " λ˚,
It follows immediately that
Force over V rHs by Addpℵ 0 , κ 0 q, and let K be Addpℵ 0 , κ 0 q´generic over V rHs. Then V rHsrKs |ù"If λ ă κ, then 2 λ is weakly inaccessible and λ ă µ ă 2 λ ñ 2 µ " 2 λ .
The lemma follows.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Let V˚be a model of GCH`κ is a strong cardinal`there are infinitely many inaccessible cardinals above κ. By Lemma 6.3 there exists a generic extension V of V˚in which κ remains measurable and for all infinite cardinals λ ă κ, 2 λ is weakly inaccessible and if λ ă µ ă 2 λ , then 2 µ " 2 λ . Let κ˚ď κ be the least inaccessible of V , and consider the ZF C model V κ˚.
By Lemma 6.2, V κ˚i s as required and the theorem follows.
Remark 6.4. The use of inaccessible cardinals above the strong cardinal is essentially to help us in constructing a generic extension in which the power function is such that for all infinite cardinals κ, 2 κ is weakly inaccessible and if κ ă λ ă 2 κ then 2 λ " 2 κ . It seems that we need such a behavior of the power function if we want to produce cardinal preserving forcing notions using Theorem 4.1, as otherwise the corresponding forcing will have a larger size and we will face some troubles in checking the chain condition property.
We may note that in the above arguments, we always have κ ă λ ă 2 κ ñ 2 λ " 2 κ , so it is natural to ask if it is consistent that κ`ă 2 κ ă 2 ă2 κ , and there exists a κ`´closed ( but not κ``´closed) forcing notion which preserves all cardinal. The next lemma gives a positive answer to this question.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose GCH holds and κ ă µ ă δ ă λ are regular cardinals. Let P " Addpκ, δq, Q " Addpµ, λq and let GˆH be PˆQ´generic over V . Let R " Addpδ, 1q V rGs .
Then the following hold in V rGˆHs :
paq R is µ´closed but not µ`´closed.
pbq R is δ´distributive and has size δ.
In particular V rGˆHs |ù" 2 κ " δ, 2 µ " λ and there exists a µ´closed (but not µ`´closed)
forcing notion of size δ " 2 ăµ which preserves all cardinals".
Remark 6.6. In fact our proof shows that it suffices to have:
‚ P is δ´Knaster and it forces 2 ăδ " δ, ‚ Q is µ´closed and δ´c.c.
Proof. Recall that since P is κ`´.c.c and Q is µ´closed, µ ě κ`, by Easton's lemma, , P Q is µ´distributive, and , Q P is κ`´c.c.
Note that V rGs |ù R is δ´closed, and in particular µ´closed. Q does not add any sequence of elements of R of length shorter than µ, so R is still µ´closed in V rGsrHs.
Let us show now that R is δ´distributive in V rGsrHs (and in particular it does not collapse cardinals).
For this end, we first show that Q is δ´c.c. after forcing with P˚R " . Assume otherwise, and let A Ď Q be an antichain of cardinality δ. Since R is δ´closed in V rGs, one can decide the values of A by induction on α ă δ and obtain an antichain of cardinality δ in V rGs. Let xa i | i ă δy enumerates A in V rGs and let p i ," a " i "q i " by some condition p i in P, where a " i is a P´name for a i . Since P is δ´Knaster there is I Ă δ such that for every i, j P I, p i is compatible with p j . Therefore, q i K q j for every i ‰ j in I, and this implies that already in V there is an antichain in Q of cardinality δ, which is a contradiction.
Let K be a V rGsrHs´generic for R and let x be a sequence of ordinals of length ă δ in V rGsrHsrKs. Since V rGsrHsrKs " V rGsrKsrHs, and Q is δ´.c.c. in V rGsrKs, there is a set x " of cardinality ă δ which is a Q´name for x (so x " Ď QˆOn). Since R is δ´distributive in V rGs, x " P V rGs. Therefore, x P V rGsrHs, as wanted.
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